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The Law of Allowing:
The application of the law of allowing will bring absolute freedom in your life. You
will feel free in your relationships to be who you are. You will feel free in your career
to do what you want. And you will feel free in your life to create whatever you desire.   

The most powerful law in the Universe is the Law of Attraction. This law states, “That
which is like unto itself is drawn”. When bad things happen in your life, it seems that
everything starts to go wrong. When you begin your day on a positive foot, the rest
of the day is a positive one.  Thoughts attract one to the other and gain power the
more you think of them. What then manifests is the direct reflection of what you have
been thinking and feeling. 

The second of these basic laws is the Law of Deliberate Creation. This law states,
“That which I give thought to, I begin to attract. What I give thought to with emotion,
I attract more quickly.” As you expect that which you think about, you get. When
you give thought to something you desire with an expectation or belief in it, you are
then in the place to receive it. 

The third of these basic laws is the Law of Allowing. There are two ways to think of
this law. First is the way to allow others to be as they are, and second, is the way we
allow (receive) from the Universe to deliver all that we desire. Let’s first look at allowing
others to be as they are:  

If you learn and apply the Law of Allowing you will knows this to be your truth, “I
am that which I am. While I am that which I am, I allow others to be that which they
are.” There are no two people that are the same, but we can share many similar traits.
We all are very different and unique.  

Someone that can accept another person’s difference and similarities is someone that
understands the Law of Allowing.  
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A person that is out of alignment with the Law of Allowing is someone that believes
that another person needs to think, feel, believe, and act according to how they think
they “should”. It is the opposite of accepting another as they are. This person has a
deep rooted fear that unless everyone thinks, feels, believes, and acts in a certain way,
“their way” that they are somehow wrong. They need to make everyone conform in
order for them to feel good about themselves and the world. This is the exact opposite
of freedom. This is bondage. We can never get the rest of the entire world to behave
the way we think they “should”. This is why wars start.  

When someone has this fear, they have an attitude of vulnerability. They somehow feel
that another person’s experience will become their experience. For example, if you are
observing someone that is obese and you are not practicing the Law of Allowing, you
will judge that person that they are “sick, wrong, gross, fill in the blank”. You judge
them because you want them to change. You then feel that if that person changes, the
threat of you becoming obese similar to that person is gone. Let’s look at another
example. If you are observing someone that talks with their mouth full of food, and
instead of allowing them to eat the way they are, you find yourself getting disgusted
and upset with that person. You really want that person to change, or stop doing the
certain behavior (talking with their mouth full of food). You are afraid that you will
look badly as well. Instead of just allowing that person to be as they are, you take it
personally and let it affect your mood, and ultimately robbing you of your freedom. 

When you are not allowing, you are resisting. Whether you are resisting the
manifestation of things you have asked the Universe for, resisting the behavior of your
partner, resisting the way your friend is speaking to you, you are in a place of resistance
and can’t be in a place to experience freedom. Resistance robs us of our true freedom.  

When we can practice this law in our relationships, we find that co-dependence
dissolves. When we can honestly say to our partners, “I love and support you to be all
that you are and all that you are not. I love and support myself to be all that I am and
all that I am not. We are in this relationship because we choose to be and not because
we have to be. I will not harm you or harm myself. Each of us is capable of being,
doing, and having what we want. Each releases the other from the responsibility of
being his or her source and the provider of happiness and well-being. We acknowledge
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that God is the source; people are the avenues. Yes, from time to time when I’m giving
myself the permission to love myself, it may appear to you that you are the one who
has showered me with love feelings. The reality is that the love feelings I feel when I
am with you come out of me.” This was from Terry Cole-Whittaker and her book
What You Think of Me is None of My Business. This is a great way to practice the Law
of Allowing in relationships. By practicing this law in ALL your relationships, they
will ALL improve.  

My relationship with my mother improved the day I started to apply this law. The
days that I don’t apply this law and expect her to be a certain way, the relationship is
rocky. I know that when I apply this to my relationship with my partner, Frederic, we
are free to be who we are. There is such a beautiful honesty and we have so much
freedom with one another.   

The Law of Allowing is also allowing the Universe to bring to us all that we desire.
This part of the three step process of manifestation is the receiving part of the equation.
(Ask, Believe, Receive). 

When we are in the place of allowing we are free from resistance. What is resistance?
It is negative emotions that keep us out of the flow of pure, positive energy. Think of
your physical body as a pipe that is in direct connection with our Source. When we
are in pure positive non-resistance energy, we are in direct flow and connection.
Things, ideas, inspiration, situations, circumstances and good feelings flow to us easily
and effortlessly. It just happens with ease, similar to our breathing. But, when we are
feeling negative emotions such as depression, anger, resentment, frustration, envy,
jealousy, blame, guilt, shame, disappointment, doubt, and even boredom we are
stuffing up our pipe. The pure positive energy of Source can not flow to us because it
is being clogged.  

When we desire something to manifest from the Universe, if we are feeling negative
emotions, we are blocking that creation from coming into manifestation. It is our
negative emotions that holds us a part from it. When we can release our resistance,
we are back in the state of allowing and all the abundance, freedom, joy, success,
prosperity, wealth, happiness (you name it) can flow to us.  
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To learn more about any of the laws that were laid out in 
these special reports, you can purchase the entire ebook, 

The Laws of The Universe online at  
http://www.7essentiallaws.com/essentiallaws.php 

To receive personal one-on-one or group coaching contact 
Christy Whitman at (610) 883-7345 or email at 

Christy@christywhitman.com • www.christywhitman.com 
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